
Maria Montessori and the Postmodern World
By Marlene Barron

I would like to share a dilemma, a post-
modem dilemma, with which the teach-
ers at West Side Montessori School are

struggling.
West Side Montessori School was estab-

lished 40 years ago. It is one of the largest
accredited Montessori schools in the United
States serving only the early childhood level.
A total of 200 children ages 2 years 10
months through 6 are in 10 mixed-age class-
rooms. All but 2 ofthe teachers, including
the assistant teachers, have either earned a
Montessori early childhood credential or
are studying for this credential. These 34
teachers studied in eight different Montes-
sori teacher education programs—from In-
dia and Bergamo. Italy, to England and the
United States. Twelve of our teachers were
not born or raised in the United States.
Similarly, the student and parent popula-
tions are from diverse cultural, racial, and
economic backgrounds.

Now to the dilemma. In our school, chil-
dren leam to resolve their interpersonal prob-
lems using a conflict resolution process.
The process includes soliciting a ''media-
tor" and going to a special "peace area" (a
small mat or table) to negotiate. The media-
tor might be a teacher or, just as likely, a
classmate not involved in the dispute. Each
participant states his or her ease with the
mediator ensuring that all parties are heard.
A resolution is then negotiated that is ac-
ceptable to these chiidren. Initially, teachers
provide a supportive role in this process. By
spring, most of our students have become
quite adept at using this process to resolve
their interpersonal conflicts.

The source of our dilemma is not our
classrooms, but a nearby public playground.
When Vk'e take our students to this park, they
commingle with two other groups of chil-
dren. The first group consists of our students
who have been brought by their parents or
caregivers. These other students attend ei-
ther a morning or afternoon session. This
group has participated in the conflict resolu-
tion process when in school. The second
group consists of children who have no
connection to our school—and thus no fa-
miliarity with our conflict resolution pro-
cess. Let us call them "stranger" children.

Unfortunately, in all these groups, some
parents and caregivers have told their chil-
dren that in the park it is acceptable for them
to hit a child if that child hits them first. The
Old Testament's "eye for an eye" principle.
This is contrary to the school's philosophy:
using physical force is simply not allowed in
our school or in the playground or anywhere;
instead we "use our words."

A third important piece of information is
that many parents and caregivers sit on benches
chatting with each other in the park. They are
not paying attention to theirchildren's interac-
tions. The teachers, on the other hand, are
carefully supervising their students.

Our dilemma: what is our responsibility
to mediate those confiicts when they in-
volve stranger children or children who do
attend our school but are not under our
supervision at that particular time? Should
we intervene and, if so, how should we
intervene? How do we respond when a child
says, "My mommy said that I can hit in the
playground"? What do we say to those par-
ents who are not members of our school
community when they respond, "It's none
of your business what my child does" or "1
believe that it is OK for them to hit." It is also
important to remember that, according to
Lawrence Kohlberg (Crain, 1992). who stud-
ied children's moral development, young
children generally consider retaliation the
correct response. Faculty members have
spent more than a dozen hours discussing
this dilemma. What would you do?

This predicament, on the adult level, char-
acterizes the postmodern world. We might
substitute, for example, Palestinians and
Israelis—or Irish Catholics and Irish Prot-
estants—for the two groups. We might sub-
stitute the United Nations for the teachers.

In deciding how to respond to these social
and political dilemmas, we need to understand
the demands and issues faced by each of us
today. As Montessorians, we need to explore
how our educational practices fit in today's
world—and tomorrow's possible world.

I was born and raised in what is called the
modern world. We live today in the
postmodern world. What caused this shift?

Postmodern Influences
The postmodern world has come about as

a result of three main changes.
First, there was an intellectual paradigm

shift infiuenced hy poststructuralisin. an in-
tellectual movement originating in the hu-
inanities. It is a particular way of looking at
claims and evidence. Second, there have
been enonnous technological innovations that
have led to (1) new job definitions and (2) the
abilitytocommunicateinstantly with anyone
anywhere. Third, the economic arena is now
global rather than local. These intellectual,
technological.andeconomic shifts are evolv-
ing exponentially. What is cutting-edge to-
day is considered out-of-date in 6 months.

As I describe the characteristics and de-
mands of the postmodern world, the con-
temporary world, consider how these condi-
tions apply to the playground dilemma and
to Montessori practices.

/. What are the characteristics and de-
mands of the postmodern world, the con-
temporary world?

• The first characteristic of the postmo-
dern world is that we are bombarded by
multi-viewpoints in every arena—political,
economic, social. Each viewpoint presents
a different notion of historic truth and thus
of reality. It is a time of relativity, uncer-
tainty, and ambiguity. No one has (he luxury
of planning with certainty. Since we cannot
plan with certainty, we cannot bring closure
to a situation. We cannot know the results of
an action in advance, although we do make
some assumptions. We are faced with nego-
tiating with colleagues and strangers (and
children) from where they are, rather than
from where we think they should be.

• A second characteristic of the
postmodern world is that decision making
has become nonhierarchical and more demo-
cratic. When the world was hierarchical,
there was a king or dictator who gave or-
ders—a top-down decision-making process—
and everyone followed these mandates.
Today, in a nonhierarchical world, people
make decisions in small self-interest groups
or by voting—a bottom-up decision-mak-
ing process. Often these decisions are flawed,
but we must live with them. One example of
a fiawed bottom-up process was the recent
presidential election in the United States.

• A third key distinction is that today our
lives are not organized in a linear sequence,
represented by books. Instead, we live in a
world of simultaneity. It is all happening at
once. We can access any information imme-
diately. The worldwide web, the internet,
e.xemplifies simultaneity. Any information
is just a click or two away. There is an
overload of information, and this informa-
tion may be contradictory, ambiguous, or
simply false. There is little time for process-
ing the information before we move on. We
are required to make decisions quickly us-
ing ambiguous information. An example is
when one does a "find" for specific informa-
tion on the internet and the search engine
comes up with 10,000 possibilities. Which
one do you chck on? How do you decide
what is relevant, useful, accurate?

In other words, when faced with a problem
today requiring a decision and presented with
complex and multiple "truths." whose per-
spective does one take? A gender perspective,
a religious perspective, a particular ethnic
group's perspective are just a few ofthe many
points of view with which we ai-e confronted.
Dichotomous thinking, the belief thai there is
one and only one tmth, isdetri mental to demo-
cratic encounters. It is Israeli vs. Palestinian. It
allows no space fornegotiation. But how does
one make decisions when faced with multi-
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perspectives? As teachers, how do we help
children learn how to make decisions when
faced with multiple viewpoints?

One possible decision-making process
suggests that we might use a both/and ap-
proach rather than an either/or approach.
An either/or process leads to a winner and a
loser. An either/or approach works in a
hierarchical world which posits one "truth."
ll will not work in the postmodern world. A
both/and approach can result in all partici-
pants being winners.

As Montessori educators, how do we teach
children to use a both/and decision-making
process?This process considers and includes
all parties' points of view and needs. How do
we enable children to untlcrstand and accept
another person's perspective, particularly
when that perspective is not valued by their
parents? Are we open to include other points
of view in our decision-making processes?

2. Montessori classrooms and the post-
modern world. If we now move from the
"macro," societal level to the microlevel ofthe
classroom and if we consider our schools as
communities of children and adults, 1 believe
our first question should be: How do we
prepare children to live in the postmodern
world? We begin, Ibelieve. by examining our
adult values and beliefs—our own prejudices
arising out of our own personal histories.

One project I do yearly with teachers is a
value-ranking activity about the goals of edu-
cation. I give them strips of paper, each strip
containing a goal of education as framed by
an educator, such as Montessori or Dewey. In
randomly configured groups of 4-6 teachers,
they rank these 10 goals from most important
to least important. Each group may rank
more than one goal on any level. I have also
done this activity with Montessori teachers
across the United States in conferences and
with education students in the graduate-level
courses I teach at New York University, as
well as with teachers at West Side Montes-
sori School. As these educators rank these
goals, they discuss, argue, clarify, and nego-
tiate meaning. For most of them, this is the
first time they have had the opportunity to
reflect on the puipose of education and of
schooling from many different perspectives.

The results of this research have been
quite surprising, even disturbing. The aim
of "developing the individual potential of
each child" almost always ranks in the top
tier, the most important ranking. However,
the goal of "equipping the child to be an
active citizen in a democracy" almost al-
ways ranks at or near the bottom! A recent
exception was a group of teachers at West
Side Montessori School. While they, too.
ranked "developing the individual potential
of each child" at the top, they also ranked
"equipping the child to be an active citizen
in a democracy" at the top.

When I analyzed the demographic makeup
of this group of 6 teachers, 1 found that they

had all emigrated to the United States as
adults and had lived under or near politically
unstable conditions in their home countries,
ranging fi"om Tibet to Argentina to Korea
and Taiwan. It is also interesting to note that
5 of these teachers had done their Montes-
sori coursework in the United States.

I wondered why almost 200 Montessori
teachers in the United States did not con-
sider preparing children to live in a democ-
racy important. In a follow-up discussion
with 35 teachers, a key point was made by
the "recent immigrant" teachers. They did
not take democracy for granted. The Ti-

Examples from the
"Educational Goals" Exercise

Schools should attend to the intel-
lectual cultivation ofthe young in ways
that are /lo/justified merely in terms of
social utility. School is a place dedi-
cated to knowledge, skills, and activi-
ties that are of persisting value, tran-
scending the requirements of current
social life.

Students should become knowledge-
able about their cultural heritage.

Schools should focus on develop-
ing the individual potential of each
student. It's important that students
"learn how to learn," rather than just
amass academic knowledge (rote re-
call). The educator's attention should
focus on individual development and
on the provision of experiences that
can optimize this development. In this
way each child's options in the future
are expanded.

The goal of education is to equip
the child to be an active citizen in a
democracy.

The goal of education is to make up
for the Imbalance (such as not enough
physical activity) or lack of experi-
ences (such as literary) in a child's life.

betan teacher felt that her countrymen had
not learned to function effectively in a de-
mocracy^and. as a result, there had been
political and economic chaos when democ-
racy was introduced. The teachers who were
bom and raised in the United States, on the
other hand, seemed to take democracy for
granted. It was invisible to them. 1 began to
wonder what had the greater influence on
one's educational goals—one's personal
history or a teacher education program.

If one believes, as I do. that teachers'
values and beliefs translate into their class-
room practices, then it is important to discuss

these issues with them, the visible and invis-
ible ones. If one believes that preparing chil-
dren to be active citizens in a democracy is an
important goal, what might be some impor-
tant classroom practices'.' Are there practices
we might emphasize and those we might de-
emphasize? What does a classroom that pre-
pares children f(.)r democracy look like?

How might the teachers in yonr school or
inyourteachercducation program rank these
goals?lf you would like to do this activity in
your school, please contact me and I will
send you the full list of goals and proce-
dures. In turn, 1 would appreciate your send-
ing me your teachers' rankings, as 1 would
like to expand my research to include Mon-
tessori teachers working both inside and
outside the United States.

As a follow-up to this activity, our teachers
discussed and re-discussed each aim of educa-
tion, particularly as to how it might be exem-
plified in classroom practices. At West Side
Montessori School, we think that one's be-
liefs, one's biases, may be baixiers to support-
ing children's development. We also believe
that it is critical to talk about issues, that
ongoing dialogue is vital in continually pre-
paring adults to work with children. If demo-
cratic encounters characterize the postmodern
world, then adults and children//HMV talk about
ideas, issues, differences, values, and pro-
cesses. And they must leam to come to both/
and decisions. I also believe that ongoing
conversations must take place in and among
Montessori teacher education progi'ams.

Influencing Teachers
Teachers who understand how their goals

of education relate to their teaching strategies
are more likely to implement practices that
consciously emphasize some goals andelimi-
nate those practices they consider not useful.
Teachers who leam to problem-solve with
both/and results are more likely to encourage
children to do so. also. Teachers who learn to
negotiate with each other are more likely to
run their classrooms in a democratic fashion.
The days of the vertical classroom with the
teacher at the head are over. The days of
teacher education programs with the "ex-
pert" conveying the truth are also over. Top-
down practices might have worked in the
modem world: they simply are not effective
for the postmodern worid.

I also believe that, as educators, we need
to discuss actively our beliefs and practices
and their relevance to the postmodern worid.
Let me share with you some teacher prac-
tices that the teachers at West Side Montes-
sori School have discussed, found useful—
and yet rethought. Please note that I will ask
questions more than providing solutions.
The solutions need to arise out of larger
conversations among Montessorians—both
locally and internationally.

OhservingandAnalyzing. One feature is
the importance we Montessorians place on
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carefui observations of chiidren. Yet obser-
vations are fraught with difficuities, since no
observation is vaiue-free. We see what we
want to see. We see what our personai histo-
ries aliow us to see. Teachers arc not aware
that their obser\'ations are biased, since their
deep-structure beliefs are invisible to them
and to those with whom they share acommon
history, just as the value of "preparing chil-
dren to live in a democracy" was invisible to
the US teachers. Piaget {Crain, 1992) was
criticized by the Russian Lev Vygotsky (i 978:
Wertsch, i985;Zaporozhets&Eli<onin, i974)
for being Eurocentric and studying oniy
middie-class chiidren. Margaret Donaldson
from Great Britain, who wrote Children's
Minds 11979), also critiqued Piaget for simi-
lar reasons. How much attention do we pay in
teacher education programs and in ongoing
staff deveiopment seminars in our schoois to
helping teachers understand their biases?

One practice we have instituted that sup-
ports this understanding is that our teachers
discuss their recorded observations c//fi/their
anaiyses with other teachers. Yet another is
to observe chiidren and then analyze these
data using di i'ferent theoretical assumptions.
Another strategy is for different teachers to
observe the same child and discuss their
observations and analyses of these observa-
tions. In our school, each teacher meets with
other teachers in different configurations to
discuss children for more than 4 hours a
week. From my understanding, the teachers
at Reggio Emilia meet together to discuss
chiidren about 7 hours a week.

Let me expand the key word, analysis. A
child may have completed the hundred board
successfuily, but what does that mean—other
than the chiid has done the hundred board?
Has thechildcompletedthis activity because
it was assigned? if so, what might the child's
choice of an activity have been? What has the
chiid iearned about making choices when an
activity is assigned? Why has it been as-
signed? Is this a top-down, hierarchical class-
room? What is the chiid learning about deci-
sion making—since making a work choice is
making a decision? Has the chiid dispiayed
some emotional affect while doing or when
compieting this work? Most important, what
does the child think she or he has done?
Perhaps the child thinks that completing the
hundred board is an imitation task, an / do
what the teacher did model.Perh'dps the chiid
thinks the task was to create patterns with the
numerals. Perhaps the chiid thinks this is a
iinear counting activity.

Since none of us are mind readers, the
only way a teacher can know what chiidren
think they are doing is by asking them.
"How did you figure this out?" "What did
you do with the hundred board?" "Do you
enjoy doing the hundred board? Why? Or
why not?" I believe that we need to include
the child's perspective in our observation
protocols. In other words, observation must

be expanded to include listening and asking.
as weii as looking. A benefit of this kind of
talk with children is that they become more
reilective rather than mechanical manipula-
tors of mutcriais. I want "thinking"'children
who will grow up to be thinking aduits.
capable of making decisions, i beiieve this
is one way lo prepare them for the future.

Using Open-ended Materials. A second
Montessori practice that works, bu( which
aiso has to be rethought, is the use of specific
hands-on materials. Whiie i do not advocate
the use of toys of any sort in the classroom. I
do include open-ended construction materi-
als, such as Kapiabiocks (designed in France)
and Lego. With these basic building materi-
ais children can constmct their own possible
realities—the notion of multiple perspec-
tives. I beiieve that children need various
opportunities to express their intentions,
emergent understandings, and feelings. Open-
ended materiais. including art media, respect
children's ways of expressing themseives. It
is amazing how much knowledge children
demonstrate—oi'ten learned outside the class-
room—through these media. They know
much more than I, or most of you, knew as a
child. I think we can learn much from the
practices of the educators in Reggio Emilia
(Edwards. Gandini. & Forman. 1993).

Let me cite a few examples, immediately
after September U, a few chiidren were
expressing their understandings of this hor-
rific event by making tali buildings of biocks
andcrashingthcmdown. Other children were
creating fireman scenarios using these same
materials. They were constructing another
reaiity. another understanding of this event,
as they focused on the rescue aspect. We took
advantage of these openings into their feel-
ings, their worries, and followed up with
them and with their parents.

More recently, in one classroom a child
spontaneously began to fabricate a pull-toy
for his toddier sibling. Using lecycied boxes
and tubes, he designed and buiit a workable
modei. Through his creation he demon-
strated how much he knew about a basic
machine, the wheel. The initiator of this
project was encouraged to share his knowi-
edge with ciassniates, and soon a half-dozen
chiidren were creating a variety of more and
more complex puli-toys.

Using Fiction. This brings me to a third
practice, the use of fiction wilh 3- to 6-year-
olds. Today' s children are very different from
those with whom Maria Montessori worked.
Our chiidren are bombarded with visual sym-
bols and jingies—from ad vert i.seme nts on
kiosks and billboards to television, video-
tapes, and storybooks. We are deluding our-
selves if we think that young children today
are not aware that there is a difference be-
tween reality and fantasy. However, their
boundai'ies between these two categories may
be vague and confused, which is why we
need to include storybooks in classrooms.

How wiil children learn to make subtle dis-
tinctions between fiction and information
uniess we help them to make this distinction?
In our school, we begin our reading of each
book by stating that this book is fiction, made
up by the author using his or her imagination
or that this book is an information book, that
il contains facts about the topic. We encour-
age children to teil information stories about
their lives and to maice up stories as weil—
also beginning with the statement that this is
"real" or "made up. from their imagination."
Through this process of story-teiling, young
chiidren begin to become aware of these
distinctions, in many ways this is the begin-
ning of literary criticism, as children begin
to appreciate the choices an author makes.

i question how weil we, as adults, can
distinguish between fiction and information.
Are the boundaries that ciear? Are those who
write diatribes against a particuiar ethnic
group writing fantasy or information? Whose
version of the late-breaking news do you
subscribe to?

Relationsbips with Parents. A fourth
feature of the Montessori classroom that we
have rethought is our reiationship with par-
ents. Yes, of course, parents often have
different values and beiiefs—^justlikcwedo
among ourseives. But ifwe respect multiple
perspectives, we must find a way to inciude
parents in our discourse about chiidren and
education ratherthanjust "educate" them to
our beiieis and practices—which only per-
petuates a hierarchical system. Many teach-
ers, including those in my school, are impa-
tient with parents. They want parents to
understand our Montessori perspective im-
mediately. But what is our perspective? Do
we agree? How do we even know uniess we
take teachers' vaiue temperatures and have
grand conversations about big issues? Each
of us interprets and practices Montessori
somewhat differently. How couid it not be
so, since we each bring a difierent history to
our teaching practices and work with chii-
dren and families? Whiie we may spout the
"officiai position," we are not clones of
Maria Montessori. No one has or had a data
cord from Dr. Montessori's brain to theirs.

Examining Our Practices,
Revising Our Practices

Now that I have you thinking about our
practices, how might one begin to examine
some of these practices and perhaps revise
them? Let me share with you some ongoing
research projects at West Side Montessori
School.

One such project is examining the prac-
tice of "finishing one's work before begin-
ning another activity." This is not how em-
ployees function in the workplace. Today
we are all managing multipie priorities si-
multaneousiy. The successfui empioyee
works on many projects during the same
time frame. As part of our research, we have
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begun to allow children to work on more than
one activity at a time. We have a protocol to
indicate that a child is using an activity,
typically a namecard. Thus, at any one time,
a few children may be working on two or
three materials. Chaos has not been the result.

A second research project that has led to
a significant change in our practice is based
on our goal of encouraging children to be
problem-solvers. While we do give presen-
tations, lessons, we mainly encourage chil-
dren to "figure out" how to use a material.
We believe that there arc many ways to use
each piece of didactic material—that the
genius of Dr. Montessori was having de-
signed materials that "dance the develop-
mental ladder." Teachers suggest that chil-
dren first try to figure out what they might
do with the material, before giving them a
lesson. Obviously, if there is a specific tool
or a procedure required to complete the
process successfully, we would demonstrate
the use of that tool or procedure, for instance
with bread-making or other kinds of daily
living/practical life projects or science ex-
periments. However, with most materials,
children quickly figure out a way, their way,
to use materials. In line with our encourage-
ment of divergent thinking, teachers also
demonstrate "another way" to use an activ-
ity. We believe that if children can use
materials only after a lesson, we would be
promoting a hierarchical educational pro-
cess. We believe that experimentation leads
to discovery—for children as well as adults.
This might be a very American belief, but
problem-solving and risk-taking are behav-
iors that are critical in the postmodem world.

A third practice we have instituted after
research is that we encourage children to talk
and talk and talk—with a classmate or two and
with adults. Our classrooms are filled with
children chatting. Ourclassrooms are bustling
with verbalencountersof all sorts. Since teach-
ers ask lots of questions to encourage higher-
level thinking, it is not surprising that children
ask each other questions. We value talk as a
way of reflection and of thinking. As Lev

Vygotsky noted, young children's talk and
action are fused. They cannot do one without
the other. In other words, if children do the
action part without talking about what and
how they are doing, their level of understand-
ing is simply not as deep.

A fourth practice we've initiated is to
acknowledge consciously to children that
they are knowledgeable, indeed they may be
the e.xperts in some areas. Children do know
a lot. The teacher need not be the final
authority, except for safety issues and seri-
ous moral issues. Teachers may know more
about many areas, but children often know
much about dinosaurs, trains, and their own
lives. So, when children ask a teacher a
question, the teacher typically responds,
"What do you think?" This response en-
courages children to reveal their understand-
ing ofthe issue. It respects their understand-
ing. It invites them into the knowledge com-
munity, albeit as apprentices. If we do not
know what each child understands about a
topic, we cannot provide meaningful infor-
mation or prepare future lessons.

Similarly, we ask children's opinions
about how to solve classroom dilemmas—
such as how to deal with a messy paint area.
When teachers impose the rules, we are
socializing children into a hierarchical way
of behaving and making them vulnerable to
dictatorship. When we invite them into the
problem-resolution process, we give them
opportunities to think through appropriate
solutions. This means that the conclusions
to a problem cannot be preordained. Teach-
ers also must be open to negotiation. Our
teachers struggle with how to endow chil-
dren genuinely with authority to find their
own answers and to formulate their own
convictions, while maintaining fairness.

One can approach this question by coordi-
nating the issue at stake with the type of
discussion, as Joan E. Goodman described in
a recent article in Education Week (2002).
Eor the most serious moral matters—deliber-
ately pushingaphysically handicapped child,
for example, the teacher will insist on exer-
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cising full authority; dissenting viewpoints
wil! be rejected. In such instances the teacher
will not be offering a democratic discussion.
She may make an effort to explain the wrong-
ness ofthe behavior, but she will be clear that
the children's task is to follow her authority.

Other issues may be less important. Re-
garding these, the teacher will welcome stu-
dent input and genuinely consider the various
viewpoints. Still other issues may be much
more ambiguous-—for example, how to de-
termine responsibility for, and what to do
about, a messy paint area or books not re-
placed on their shelves. Regarding these,
teachers may choose to defer to student opin-
ions, even those of young children.

While teachers may exert authority in
serious moral issues, they must learn to
share this authority with children much of
the time. In all situations, children are not
kept in the dark about the nature of the issue
and the extent to which diverse opinions
will genuinely be given a hearing. They will
know that at least in some matters their
decisions will be honored, in others they
will be heard, in others they will have to
submit to the teacher's judgment.

If we could rank rights and wrongs from
most to least critical, we would be able to
establish a matrix that matched degrees of
teacher authority against the relative central-
ity of a value, with students having a louder
voice on the more negotiable issues. Such a
scaling, however, is impossible because of
the dissent, the multi-perspectives, among
us. While we may approach agreement at the
extremes, school policies and teacher rules
touch on many values that fall somewhere in
the middle. Surrounding this middle group
there is considerable disagreement, both
among teachers themselves and between
teachers and parents. Take verbal teasing, for
example. While many would adopt a zero-
tolerance policy toward teasing, others think
there are circumstances where it is harmless
or even good to be teased. For example,
African-Americans in the southern part of
the United States use what they ca.Wjo.'.hing
as a way of relating with each other.

Moreover, there are classroom rules that
have little or no moral valence—such as
raising one's hand to be called on in a group
discussion. Yet. a teacher might consider
them sufficiently critical to her instruction
that she or he will not want to take into
account any contrary views. Think about
this. Raising one's hand is an unusual be-
havior in adult discussions. Why do we do it
in school? Our teachers have researched
ways to hold a group discussion without
theircalling on children who are sitting with
raised hands. It can be done.

Given these complexities, the determina-
tion of how much moral authority to use and
when to use it can be daunting. The easiest
solution, of course, is for teachers not to
cede any power. To open up moral issues for
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children's input, for children's decision
making, is risky. What objections might
families raise? When should the teacher
step in as the voice of society and of the
school? At the very least, won't discussions
get out of hand, important matters be ex-
posed that cannot be resolved?

Yet, it needs to be acknowledged that if
children are to become critical thinkers, toler-
ant of competing interests and loyalties, and
strong Independent moral agents, they must be
active participants in moral decisions.

Let's return to the playground dilemma.
After hours of discussion, the teachers just
last week decided that this is a "serious moral
issue." They plan to institute a campaign by
first bringing up the problem with our own
students and with the community committee
that oversees this playground. What solu-
tions, I wonder, might these two groups rec-
ommend? The teachers, on their part, have
decided to intervene in all physical conflicts
between children. In addition, they will in-
clude the parents and caregivers in the con-
flict-resolution process as much as possible.

The modern world of 50 years ago was
linear and unambiguous. There were good
guys and bad guys. However, today is not
yesterday. We must prepare children for
today. We must think about our educational
goals and our classroom practices. What we
do in our classrooms with children today
does matter to their future. Indeed, what
children are encouraged to do in their work
with us will greatly influence the very pos-
sibilities for their futures.

DR. MARLENE BARRON. a past president
of AMS. directs the New York University
Montessori teacher education program, the
West Side Montessori School, and its teacher
education program.
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